
Itinerants came and went, as itinerants will. For a short time, we had an ex-paratrooper who took us 

for PT (or PE, as I think it’s called now). He taught us how to land with a parachute -- should we ever 

need to. The approved method was to crumple up and roll sideways, but I’ve noticed on TV that it’s 

no longer done that way: they just bump lightly onto the ground and stay upright. No doubt better 

parachutes allow for softer landings. We had a French teacher for a time. Now that would have been 

useful, and we were all keen, but the subject was axed due to pressure of exams. Geography? I don’t 

think we had a single lesson. Nature Study? Nope. Current Affairs? Nope again. History? Well -- in a 

way, and in a way quite advanced; what I think historians might call a primary source: “The 

operational vicissitudes of desert air warfare in Libya during World War II, as reported by a 

participating Spitfire pilot.” -- the pilot being our history teacher, Mr. Bennett, who came complete 

with handlebar moustache. Before trooping into his class the buzz would go around between us: “Get 

him talking -- Get him talking!” It worked every time.  

But then there was poor another poor chap. I can’t remember what his subject was supposed to be. 

What I do remember is that he was the only teacher to broach The Facts of Life. He seemed 

particularly anxious to tell us about menstruation and how we must be understanding and tolerant with 

women when it was ‘their time of month’. Good for him. And he was a very good, gentle man, and 

we didn’t take the piss too much, and respected him. But the effect was rather spoiled by his getting 

caught in the boiler room, fiddling with a boy. The poor man got six months. His ‘victim’ was not 

expelled, which was good. But I’m sure I know which one it was who did most of the seducing: I 

knew the boy as it happened.  

Before leaving the vexing question of my education, I must pay tribute to the BBC’s school service, 

both radio and television. On television we watched Rodger Liversley giving a wonderful and eye-

opening performance of Falstaff in an excerpt from Henry IV, eye-opening because it was my first 

delighted glimpse of classical acting. I can’t remember who played Prince Hal. Radio gave me the 

story of Robert the Bruce and the spider, and also the catastrophic flooding of the Yellow River, 

’China’s Sorrow’. This latter broadcast coincided with heavy rains on Chailey Common. They cut 

pronounced channels into the sandy soil, producing a miniature Yellow River that snaked along our 

main path. Mindful of the radio story, this intrigued a few of us. A lesson, had I then realised it, in 

geomorphology. On my bookshelves, now, there are a good dozen titles on this very subject, another 

dozen on topography, and likewise on landscape in general; and God knows how many maps.  

Miniaturisation. This, indeed, has exercised my mind ever since infancy; from being ill in bed, and 

finding hills and valleys in the blanket folds and feeling frustrated that I couldn’t make them look 

more like the real thing; and staging car crashes with my Dinky Toys (but certainly not with the 

revered Alfa Tipo 159 and Talbot Largo!) and again frustration, as they cheerfully bounced off each 

other with no more damage than a chip off the paint; why wouldn’t they crumple and lose bits like the 

real thing? I felt cheated. Even films were often disappointing -- water and fire effects in particular. 

The interplay of scale with relative weight, strength, materials, apparent speed and acceleration and so 

on, is a subject with so many ramifications into all manner of disciplines. According to Anthony 

Newley in the early 60s TV show, “The Strange World of Gurney Slade”, an ant can lift the 

equivalent of a grand piano in its mandibles.  

Such trains of thought do lead me to wonder if I missed my vocation. Should I have been a materials 

scientist, or a film special effects man, or, indeed, a geomorphologist? Are maths needed? Probably. 

Or what about a technical writer? I’ve always fancied I could do the instruction manuals better -- even 

the ones whose mother tongues are in English.  



Well, we’ve had a rag-bag of teachers (according to Molesworth “thinking of beer and love”), but 

what of the scrofulous urchins who were my school-mates? Notice I now call them ’mates’, for it 

wasn’t until I was thirteen that I began to find my feet in the place, and this was largely due to the 

setting apart of we chosen ones, destined for exams. I actually began to make some proper friends. I 

actually was accorded a nickname, a true badge of recognition, whatever social judgement is intended 

by it. Mine was ’Nipper’. I’m not quite sure why -- I don’t think I was particularly short for my age, 

especially compared with my mates. Maybe a certain ’youngish’ quality, an impression of 

helplessness? Even now, at the age of 73, shopkeepers still call me ’young man’. Apropos of which, I 

once came across a socially inept young man whose friends called him ’Carat’, sounding like ’carrot’. 

He wasn’t a red-head, but he never questioned the name, and proudly introduced himself by it. I 

wonder if he ever tumbled to it being the good old cockney insult, ‘twenty-two carat …’? I have a 

strong feeling that he did -- but that it didn‘t matter.  

Most of my new friends I have, for the most part, lost touch with, a notable exception being Ian.  For 

one reason or another we have kept bumping into each other over the years, and we are still in contact 

largely because he keeps up the database for the Old Scholars Association. I last saw him about eight 

years ago and we exchange Christmas cards. Ian, who lost a leg sometime in childhood, nevertheless 

had (and still has) an athletic, clean-cut air about him, with a steadfast, handsome face and a firm jaw. 

He looked like he belonged on the bridge of a battle cruiser, binoculars in hand, coolly directing gun-

fire, with able-seaman Sam Kidd at his elbow. And, I didn’t see this, but he once did stop a school 

bully in his tracks --- I’ve no doubt with a straight upper-cut! However, he was most notable for being 

the school’s mathematics whiz. After leaving school, he became a computer programmer at a time 

when such a thing was, for most of us, something out of science fiction. He married a Chailey girl, 

had children, travelled abroad with his work --- all in all, a useful and successful life, as prescribed by 

the school’s founder, Dame Grace Kimmins. A Good Egg, I think we can say.  

At the other end of the personality spectrum was Kenneth, a lazy, slovenly, going-to-fat boy. But he 

was very bright, into jazz, and a professed communist at the age of fourteen. Where did THAT come 

from? Had to be from his parents -- it sure wasn’t Chailey. He was my ally in Mr. Pettman’s class; 

more my spokesman, as he was brazenly articulate in his opinion that he was just wasting his time 

being there. I have often wondered what happened to him, and expected him to do something 

remarkable and newsworthy. But no. Maybe he just drifted to Paris and the existential stews of the 

Left Bank, finally succumbing to absinth and an overdose of Jean Paul Sartre. I can’t recall what was 

physically wrong with him, maybe very little, and he wouldn’t be the only boy, there, to wonder 

“Why the Hell am I here?!”  

This is my memory and speculation of Kenneth. But is it fair? Ian thinks not. I’ve sent him these 

Chailey pages so he can put them on the Old Scholars website, and he knows a lot more about 

Kenneth than I do – and It’s a lot more interesting. Here is what he has emailed me:  

‘… born spina bifida (like me). His parents were fundamental Christians but he wasn’t. You could 

quote any bit of the Bible to him and he would be able to say where it came from. I met him once 

after Chailey, to my surprise, at Roehampton where I used to get my legs serviced. Because of 

persistent troubles with one of his feet he had had it amputated and this solved the problem. He never 

learned to drive because he could never keep his mind on the road. Barry or Neil told me they caught 

a glimpse of him on TV in the audience of a Labour Party conference! Although very bright he does 

not appear to have taken any exams at Chailey … Before I came to Chailey some boys tried to hang 

him in the dormitory but clearly did not succeed. This sort of thing affects people for the rest of their 

lives.’  



I hope I have made amends. But is it not interesting – the disparity between the two accounts?  

Barry was the sort of person who was mainly known by their surname – he was all irreverence, 

anarchy, and practical jokes. No malice, just mischief, often very funny, sometimes a pain in the arse. 

Talking of which, my most vivid memory of him was a fart he let off in class. The room was small, 

and it was the loudest, most smelly fart I have ever encountered. There was no option but to evacuate 

the room for a good ten minutes.  

And talking of smells -- sorry! -- but the saddest of our lot was Paul who was incontinent. He was 

obliged to carry around with him, from classroom to classroom, a bottle of Air-Wick. I don’t think it 

helped much with the smell, just caused him additional mortification. Entering a classroom, he would 

hang back, waiting for us all to settle, then would park himself as far from anyone as possible, raising 

his standard of shame by placing the Air-Wick in front of him on the desk. I think we all felt bad 

about him, but it was difficult to include him, the stink was so awful. I have never seen, on the face of 

anyone, such a relentless pall of humiliation.  

My best friend was Neil. He was thin and with a large head, but elegant with it; but also with 

emaciated, useless arms. He could, however, still use a pen. I think he was the brightest of us all -- not 

only in intellect, but in sensibility. A sensibility, I hasten to add, praiseworthy for the bald fact that it 

chimed with my own. We swapped views on everything: books, films, comics especially. We 

developed our own sense of humour. We were tickled with Stephen Leacock, Molesworth, early 

Benny Hill, The Goons, anything with word play, and we could quote chunks out of More Comic and 

Curious Verse (This was the first new book I bought, bringing it back from school holidays). And we 

were very excited by the radical turn Beano was taking with the introduction of The Bash Street Kids. 

We didn’t, at the time, have a name for him, but we thought its creator, Leo Baxendale, a genius -- a 

dangerous and subversive one -- and I still think so. The last frame of Denis The Menace always had 

him being slippered by his Dad. But in the Bash Street Kids it’s the kids who win, while it’s Teacher 

who gets his comeuppance. And it was Neil, like me, released from the choir with a broken voice, 

who was my partner in crime with the hymns. As well as the PANTS gag, another in our repertory 

was “Oh still small voice of CARNE (calm), Oh still small voice of CARNE!”, glaring at him the 

while. Well, we thought it was funny, anyway.  

I last saw him at an Old Scholars Reunion (one of only two I’ve attended) shortly after leaving. At 

one point a few of us, for some reason, were running with excitement. Neil fell and hurt his arm. He 

started crying, something I’d never seen him do -- I thought as much with frustration as pain (he 

might also have been a bit pissed). He soon regained his composure and we continued the jollity. But 

it made me realise how circumscribed his life must be. We never kept in touch, and Ian’s database has 

no record of him. I was too engrossed in my own, new, life at the time for it to seem so important. I 

can only hope that it was the same for him.  

Outside of our class, the only real friend I made was David (Paddy). There was not much left of the 

Irish in him; he came from Altrincham, so I should guess that the family had passed through 

Liverpool and not got much farther, perhaps like my step-Dad’s family, whose name was Nield. He 

was a very nice lad, kind and intelligent, and I cannot see why he wasn’t ’streamed’ along with our 

lot. Not that he needed it: I learn from a recent Old Scholars newsletter that he has led an interesting, 

successful, and happy life. And he learned German. So there. I met up with him a couple of times in 

Manchester, but I was, again, too caught up with my own life in Bristol to pursue what would have to 

have been a long distance friendship. My most vivid memory of him was when, inspired by a POW 

escape film, we ’escaped’ from St. George’s one evening, reached the safety of the Common, then 



made it back without being spotted, into the dormitory just in time for lights-out. He was also my 

companion when we went for tea at Mr. Richards’. Paddy had only one vice -- an addiction to 

Manchester United.  


